[Models of growth, self-reproduction and autoregulation based on consideration of reaction vessels with distensible, semipermeable walls].
We constructed non-equilibrium thermodynamics of the open physical-chemical irreversible processes in reactors with the strain semipermeable walls. This thermodynamics does not use the reciprocal relations of Onsager, so it may be applied when the stability stationary state is far from equilibrium. One of a general consequences of this thermodynamics is the statement: coordinated growth and self-reproduction are possible near the absolute equilibrium of the dissolvent and near the absolute stability stationary state of all chemicals with the absolute conservation of the differential equations of chemical kinetics. The supposition of ideal mixing is unnecessary; this condition is fulfilled automatically with diffusion. Growth and self-reproduction are not connected with positive eigenvalue of the differential equation of chemical kinetics. It is possible to construct a model of autoregulation and differentiation with this thermodynamics. The uniquness of such autoregulation follows from the mathematical theory [1]. The mathematical foundation of this thermodynamics is given in [1].